ATE5 Chapter 95 HYDRAULIC VALVES & SWITCHES
Opening Your Class
KEY ELEMENT

EXAMPLES

Introduce Content

This course or class provides complete coverage of the components,
operation, design, and troubleshooting. It correlates material to task
lists specified by ASE and NATEF and emphasizes a problem-solving
approach. Chapter features include Tech Tips, Frequently Asked
Questions, Real World Fixes, Videos, Animations, and NATEF Task
Sheet references.
Explain how the knowledge of how something works translates into
the ability to use that knowledge to figure why the engine does not
work correctly and how this saves diagnosis time, which translates
into more money.

Motivate Learners

State the learning
objectives for the chapter
or course you are about to
cover and explain this is
what they should be able
to do as a result of
attending this session or
class.

Explain learning objectives to students as listed below:
1. Describe the operation of a residual check valve, a pressuredifferential switch, and a brake fluid level sensor switch.
2. Describe the purpose, function, and operation of the
proportioning valve.
3. Discuss the purpose, function, and operation of a metering
valve.
4. Describe how a brake light switch works.

Establish the Mood or
Climate
Complete Essentials
Clarify and Establish
Knowledge Base

Provide a WELCOME, Avoid put downs and bad jokes.
Restrooms, breaks, registration, tests, etc.
Do a round robin of the class by going around the room and having
each student give their backgrounds, years of experience, family,
hobbies, career goals, or anything they want to share.
th

NOTE: This lesson plan is based on the 5 Edition Chapter
Images found on Jim’s web site @
www.jameshalderman.com
LINK CHP 95: ATE5 Chapter Images
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1. SLIDE 1 CH95 HYDRAULIC VALVES & SWITCHES

2. SLIDE 2 EXPLAIN Figure 95-1 Most residual check
valves are located under the tubing seats in the master
cylinder outlet ports.
3. SLIDE 3 EXPLAIN Figure 95-2 momentary drop in
pressure created when the brakes are released can draw air
into the hydraulic system.
4. SLIDE 4 EXPLAIN Figure 95-3 use of cup expanders is
the main reason why residual check valves are not used in
most braking systems today.
Check for ADDITIONAL VIDEOS & ANIMATIONS @
http://www.jameshalderman.com/
WEB SITE IS CONSTANTLY UPDATED

Videos
DEMONSTRATION: Show students an example

of a residual check valve and discuss how it
maintains slight pressure on the entire hydraulic
systems for drum brakes. How does this pressure
prevent air from entering the hydraulic system if
there is a small hole or leak?
5. SLIDE 5 EXPLAIN Figure 95-4 red brake warning lamp.
6. SLIDE 6 EXPLAIN Figure 95-5 leak in hydraulic
system causes unequal pressures between the two different
brake circuits. This difference in pressures causes the
plunger inside the pressure-differential switch to move,
which completes the electrical ground circuit for the red
brake warning lamp.
7. SLIDE 7 EXPLAIN Figure 95-6 pressure-differential
switch piston is used to provide the electrical ground for
the red brake warning light circuit.
DEMONSTRATION: Show students an example
of a pressure-differential switch and talk about
how it works to warn the driver of loss of pressure
on dual master-cylinder systems
DISCUSSION: Ask students to discuss the actions
they should take if the brake warning lamp remains
illuminated after the hydraulic system has been
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repaired and bled.
8. SLIDE 8 EXPLAIN Figure 95-7 movable contact brake
fluid level switch. When the brake fluid level and float
drop, the rod-mounted contact completes the electrical
circuit which turns on the red brake warning lamp.
9. SLIDE 9 EXPLAIN Figure 95-8 magnetic brake fluid
level switch.
10. SLIDE 10 EXPLAIN Figure 95-9 Many proportioning
valves are mounted directly to the master cylinder in the
outlet to the rear brakes.
11. SLIDE 11 EXPLAIN Figure 95-10 Typical
proportioning valve pressure relationship. Note that, at
low pressures, the pressure is the same to the rear brakes
as is applied to the front brakes. After the split point,
only a percentage (called the slope) of the master
cylinder pressure is applied to the rear brakes.
12. SLIDE 12 EXPLAIN Figure 95-11 Chrysler
proportioning valve. Note that slope and split point are
stamped on the housing.
13. SLIDE 13 EXPLAIN Figure 95-12 These two
proportioning valves are found under the vehicle on this
Dodge minivan.
DEMONSTRATION: Show example of a
proportioning valve and discuss how it helps to
improve brake balance during a hard stop by
distributing different forces to front & rear brakes.
14. SLIDE 14 EXPLAIN Figure 95-13 The proportioning
valve piston can travel within the range shown without
reducing pressure to the rear brakes.
15. SLIDE 15 EXPLAIN Figure 95-14 split point,
proportioning valve piston closes fluid passage through
valve.
DISCUSSION: Ask students to discuss why
vehicles with front disc and rear drum brakes
require a proportioning valve. How does the
proportioning valve determine how to allocate
pressure to the front and rear brakes?
Brake Combination Valve (View) (Download)
Metering Valve (View) (Download)
Pressure Differential Switch/Valve (View) (Download)
Proportioning Valve (View) (Download)
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16. SLIDE 16 EXPLAIN Figure 95-15 height-sensing
proportioning valve provides the vehicle with variable
brake balance. The valve allows higher pressure to be
applied to the rear brakes when the vehicle is heavily
loaded and less pressure when vehicle is lightly loaded.
17. SLIDE 17 EXPLAIN Figure 95-16 stepped cam is used
to alter split point of this height-sensing proportioning
valve.
18. SLIDE 18 EXPLAIN Figure 95-17 proportioning valve
pressure test can be performed using two pressure
gauges—one to register the pressure from the master
cylinder and the other gauge to read the pressure being
applied to the rear brakes. This test has to be repeated in
order to read the pressure to each rear wheel.
DEMONSTRATION: Show students a height
sensing proportioning valve on a mini van. How
would the load change on this type of vehicle?

DEMONSTRATION: Show students a height

sensing proportioning valve on a mini van. How
would the load change on this type of vehicle?

DISCUSSION: Have students talk about what

kind of vehicles they may service that would have a
height sensing proportioning valve.

If a vehicle equipped with floating calipers
pulls to one side during braking, oppositeside caliper is not floating properly.
HANDS-ON TASK: Using pressure gauges have
students follow the procedures to test a defective
proportioning valve. Select a student to present the
results to the class.
DEMONSTRATION: Show students an example
of an electronic brake-proportioning system and
discuss how it uses the ABS solenoids to reduce the
pressure to the rear-wheel brakes when the wheel
deceleration rates are different.
19. SLIDE 19 EXPLAIN Figure 95-18 metering valve
when the brakes are not applied. Notice the brake fluid
can flow through the metering valve to compensate for
brake fluid expansion and contraction that occurs with
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changes in temperature.
20. SLIDE 20 EXPLAIN Figure 95-19 metering valve
under light brake pedal application.
21. SLIDE 21 EXPLAIN Figure 95-20 metering valve
during a normal brake application
DEMONSTRATION: Show students a metering
valve and discuss how it works to prevent the front
disc calipers from being in contact with the discs
until rear drum brake shoes have been engaged.
HANDS-ON TASK: Have students diagnose and
test a defective metering valve by first performing
a visual inspection and then using pressure gauges.
Select a student to present the results, suggest
possible causes, and offer solutions
DISCUSSION: Ask students to discuss why frontwheel drive systems do not use metering valves.

ON-VEHICLE NATEF TASK: Inspect, test,

and/or replace metering (hold-off), proportioning
(balance), pressure differential, and combination
valves. Page 292
22. SLIDE 22 EXPLAIN FIGURE 95-21 Typical twofunction combination valves.
23. SLIDE 23 EXPLAIN Figure 95-22 Combination valve
containing metering, pressure-differential (warning
switch), and proportioning valves all in one unit. This
style is often called a “pistol grip” design because the
proportioning valve section resembles the grip section of
a handgun.
24. SLIDE 24 EXPLAIN Figure 95-23 brake light switches
DEMONSTRATION: Show students an example
of a combination valve and discuss how it combines
the functions of the pressure-differential switch,
metering valve, and proportioning valve.

DISCUSSION: Have students talk about the kinds
of customer complaints they may encounter if the
combination valve was not operating properly
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DEMONSTRATION: how students the proper way
to adjust the brake light switch

DISCUSSION: Have students talk about the
problems that could arise from an improperly
adjusted brake light switch.

ON-VEHICLE NATEF TASK: Diagnose pressure
concerns in the brake system using hydraulic
principles. Page 288

ON-VEHICLE NATEF TASK: Diagnose braking
concerns caused by hydraulic malfunctions. Page
291
ON-VEHICLE NATEF TASK: Inspect, test and/or
replace components of brake warning light system.

Page 293
ON-VEHICLE NATEF TASK: Check operation of
brake stop light system and determine
necessary action. Page 294
HOMEWORK: Have students use Internet to

research the field of fluid mechanics, which
provides the theoretical foundation for hydraulics.
Ask students to explain 2 engineering applications
of fluid properties during the next class

Crossword Puzzle (Microsoft Word) (PDF)
Word Search Puzzle (Microsoft Word) (PDF)

